Three-dimensional soft tissue prediction using finite elements. Part II: Clinical application.
The goal of this study was to analyze the validity and prediction accuracy of a newly-developed procedure for three-dimensional soft tissue prediction based on Finite Element Method, and to compare the results with prediction produced using an existing two-dimensional prediction program (Dentofacial Planner Plus). In twelve patients who underwent combined surgical-orthodontic treatment, profile prediction was generated using both procedures preoperatively and then compared at predefined measurement points with the patient's actual postoperative soft tissue status. The deviations observed depended on the facial region, whereby the prediction errors for both procedures were much greater in the lower facial third than in the midfacial third. Calculating in all the measurement points, the mean horizontal prediction error was 0.32 mm for the Finite Element Method and 0.75 mm for the Dentofacial Planner Plus. Overall, we were able to demonstrate the new procedure's superior validity and quality of visualization. In addition to profile prediction, the procedure allows a differentiated three-dimensional assessment of esthetically important regions such as the cheeks, nasolabial folds and the nasal wings. Additional X-radiation is not necessary in this risk-free and stress-free procedure. Three-dimensional soft tissue prediction employing finite element modeling is a useful aid for implementing esthetically-optimized treatment planning.